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?What is  

BANQ
BANQ is a mobile app that helps entrepreneurs run 

their  businesses remotely. 



It can send customized estimates and invoices; 

capture receipts and help file them; log time worked; 

and record mileage.
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Interviews.
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I first needed to know what accounting apps these 

entrepreneurs were currently using and if they were 

experiencing pain points with them.



I also wanted to know what other apps they used in 

the past and what about those apps made them 

switch to their current app.



Lastly, I needed to know what  features I had to focus 

on so as to get them to switch over to my app.
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I started to understand my user’s thoughts and 

feelings towards their current accounting situation. 



Empathy maps gave me the initial insights needed to 

begin pinpointing the user’s pain points. 








Empathy Maps.
> “I used QuickBooks...and the interface wasn’t very 
easy for me to use. It wasn’t intuitive enough and I 
guess there were too many functions.”



> “Wave didn’t allow me to easily change between 
currencies and it didn’t allow me to separate receipts 
when I billed my clients, they get charge tax twice.”

 

What they say...



> He a photographer

> He uses excel instead of an app.

> He uses it to charge for photoshop touch ups.

> He uses it to send out invoices

> He uses it to send out estimates




What they do...



> Wants a simple-to-use app.

> It has to be intuitive because he’s not     technically 
inclined.

> He wants to change currencies easily.

> Wants to separate receipts for each client.

> Wants things automated.



What they think...



> Frustrated the cells in Excel aren’t  more 
customizable.

> Feels lost when there’s too many options.

> Feels that the invoices of the other apps are too 
generic.

> Feels that things should be more automatic. 



What they feel...



Benjamin
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Personas.
This was the perfect opportunity to look at the goals,

characteristics and needs of the larger user groups.



I needed to identify patterns in their behaviour that 

might further point to common pain points that my 

interviewees experienced.
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UserJourney.This exercise helped me Identify improvement 

opportunities & reduced the impact of designer bias.
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Value 

Propositions.
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⃝   Modern customizable estimate/invoice templates that reflects your brand.



⃝   Quickly snap photos of your receipts and get back to them later.



⃝   Easily invoice clients with receipt renderings attached.



⃝   Save money in accounting fees with our receipt filing system.



⃝   Stress-free time tracker to validate the energy you put into your projects.



⃝   Get paid fast! Clients can pay directly from your emailed invoice.
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Competitive 

Audit

Analyzing competitors gave me a well-rounded 

foundation of knowledge about the accounting app 

market. It helped me create a product that was helpful 

and unique which added value for users. 



The insights gathered here carried over to my designs.
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Goal

 Statement.

My BANQ app will let users conduct their day-to-day accounting which will 

affect on-the-go entrepreneurs like photographers by allowing them to 

register receipts, log worked hours, and send out customized estimates and 

invoices right from their phone.



I will measure the effectiveness by the number of users signed up for  the app.
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User Flow.
This initial user flow helped me picture the steps users would 

take as they moved through the app’s receipt capture and 

filing flow.



It helped me determine:


What actions the users would take in the app.


What decisions they would  have to make.


What screens they would experience after taking action or 

making a decision.



Storyboards
Using storyboards to sketch an idea helps me work 

through the flow of the user experience. 
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Big-Picture Storyboard Closeup Storyboard



Information

Architecture

Knowing the users, their goals, and their 

behaviours are key to effective IA.
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Crazy Eights
& Wireframe Brainstorming
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First Iteration
Prototype
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Research 
Study
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I asked myself these key questions and set out to find the answers:


How long does it take for the user to snap a photo of their receipt and 

attach it to their transaction?


Are there parts of the user flow where users get stuck?


Are there design changes I can make to improve the user experience?


Is there anything that users want to see added to this feature?


Are there any reasons why users wouldn’t use this feature?
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Usability 
Tests
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After running my usability test I realized that IF the user 

didn’t give up that it would take them, on average, 3m5s 

to complete the test of snapping a receipt and linking it 

to their transaction.
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Unable to confirm:  
Is the receipt was attached?

a

b

"It hasn't asked me which transaction it's supposed to attach to.“ (P0)





Supporting evidence from the usability study

 4 of 5 participants questioned how the receipt was attached to the transaction

 All of the participants were surprised that the app took them back to the 

transaction page without first confirming their action

 3 of 5 identified that there was a step missing.
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Roadblock: Not sure how to proceed

"This 'pending transactions' should be called something like 'confirm receipt.' (P0)


Supporting evidence from the usability study

 After taking a picture of the receipt all 5 participants didn’t know where they 

were in the app and weren’t sure how to proceed.

 4 of 5 participants wanted the name of the section to be renamed

 3 of 5 participants suggested having a separate section or floating area with the 

unattached receipts.



a
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Flow Needed: Receipts to Client Account 

"I want the app to let me attach the receipt to a client account." (P0)



Supporting evidence from the usability study

 4  of 5 participants wanted to be able to “expense” the receipt to their clients 

when they processed their receipts.

 Previously, the user could only link their clients when they clicked the transaction 

in the accounts area of the app.

 These participants explained how important it was to have their clients pay for 

the receipt directly from the final invoice

 2  of the 5 expressed frustration.



a

Themes



BANQInsights &

Recommendations
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⃝    I need to change “pending transactions” heading to something else.


⃝    I need to add a button to the transaction instead of a chevron.


⃝    I need to add an input to attach the receipt to a client account.


⃝    I need to make it more obvious that the receipt attachment was a success.


⃝    I need to create one more screen that allows users to link receipts to their client’s 
account for future invoice.
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User Flow.
This updated user flow reflects the user’s need to have their 

clients accounts linked to the receipt during the onboarding 

process instead of adding it after the fact.
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BANQUsability 
Tests
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After running my second usability test, all users were 

able to complete the test of snapping and receipt and 

linking it to their transaction. Users could do this in 

1m55s, on average. That was an average decrease of 

1m10s
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Themes
Unable to confirm:  
Is the receipt was attached?

a

b

"It already asked me which transaction it's supposed to attach to." (P0)



Supporting evidence from the usability study.


All participants, even when stuck, didn’t read the instructions under the status bar 

(b) and clicked everywhere before they got a response. 


All participants were confused about why they had to link a second time. They 

thought they had already linked it to their transaction and that was all they needed 

to do. 


The users couldn’t initially tell the difference between the transaction screen and 

this client linking screen.
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“It’s just logical to start the task at the menu” (P0)




Supporting evidence from the usability study.


4 of 5 participants scrolled and clicked everywhere else at least 2x before clicking 

the plus button (a) to get started with the receipt task.


4 of 5 participants thought that the top left menu button (b) was the starting point of 

this exercise. When asked they said it looked obvious. I think that has to with the fact 

that the test was administered over the computer and it’s natural to click the icon at 

the top left to execute an action.


All participants were confused at the beginning.

 a

c

b

Starting at the menu instead of + button
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“Add a receipt? What the hell! Maybe, I should go to client accounts to do that.” (P0)


Supporting evidence from the usability study

 3 of 5 participants found the “confirm” button wasn’t a clear enough call to 

action.

 2 of 3 of those participants listed above navigated away from this pending page 

all together.




a
Starting at the menu instead of + button



BANQInsights &

Recommendations
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⃝    I need to change the status bar. I recommend icons and a different colour.


⃝    I need to change the button colour to something that pops.


⃝    I need to add a button to dashboard that gives users quick access to important  actions.


⃝    I need to give users an indication with a popup that they completed a task successfully 

before going to the next step of the receipt onboarding.
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Unclear what to do

“What am I supposed to do here?" (P0)





Supporting evidence from the usability study.


The colours of the buttons (a) were too similar to the buttons in the account 

transactions pages, so users couldn’t differentiate between the two.


Users would repeatedly click the button slider (b) which would take them to a 

different page with the receipt picture.


They didn’t read the top navigation bar instructions.   



b

a
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User Flow.
This finalized receipt onboarding user flow prioritized linking 

the invoice to the bank transaction first and invoicing the 

client second. It proved to be a better user flow.
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Usability 
Tests
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After running my third usability test, all users were able to 

complete the test of snapping a receipt and linking it to 

their transaction in record time! Users could do this in 

19s, on average. 



That was an average decrease of 1m36s since the last 

iteration and 3m46 since the first iteration.
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Supporting evidence from the usability study

 By changing the button copy to “Link Receipt,” all 

participants were clear about the intention of the 

button. The “Confirm +” button in the past iterations 

wasn’t enough to clearly direct users to the next step of 

the receipt onboarding process

 A notification bubble above the pending icon identified 

where they were in the app and that action needed to be 

taken.




aClear Direction
a

b

BEFOREAFTER
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Supporting evidence from the usability study

 All participants were able to find and initiate the receipt 

capture process in the Quick Tools section

 I left the functionality in the footer floating plus button, 

because it’s accessible to all pages on the app and after 

some time users will see the benefit of having it there.


No Issues Starting

BEFOREAFTER

a

b

c

a
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Unclear what to do

Supporting evidence from the usability study

 Reduced confusion was recorded by changing the 

sequence of expensing the client first to linking the 

transaction. None of the participants asked why they 

had to link the receipt a second time

 By changing the copy of the top navigation to 

something more direct and by showing the user's 

progress with icons/text users were able to execute the 

tasks accurately. b

a

b b

BEFOREAFTER
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Clear Direction

a

b

Supporting evidence from the usability study

 By changing the colour of the expense button to 

something that stood out, all participants were clear 

that they needed to click the button as the next step

 By changing the copy of the top navigation to 

something more direct and by adding icons with text 

that matched the button, users got an additional cue to 

click the required button

 I reduced the errors by changing the copy of the “Do not 

expense client” field from “Next step” to “SKIP.” Users 

would click “Next Step” instead of expensing the client 

in past testing.

a

c

c

b

BEFOREAFTER
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Notifications

Supporting evidence from the usability study.


By introducing confirmation bubbles at every step of the 

receipt onboarding process, participants were confident 

that each action they took was executed, and they were 

ready for the  next task.

a

BEFOREAFTER
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Primary

#D6EBF6

SECONDARY

#00CAD0

#24D695

#B5307F

#C8C8C8

BUTTON

BUTTON

 BUTTON

EXPENSECONFIRM LINK

EXPENSELINK

EXPENSE

EXPENSE

EXPENSECONFIRM

FONT weights

Heading FONT

SF Pro Display

Bold Regular
FONT weights

BODY FONT

SF Pro Display

Medium Regular Light
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As a small business owner myself, this project resonated with me. Finding an app that allows you to easily send out 

estimates/invoices and processing receipts in a way that allows you to i. Chargeback clients for the items needed for 

their project, ii. Seamless file them in the cloud for your business’ accountant at the end of the fiscal year.

The business owners that I interviewed told me that thousands of their hard-earned dollars were lost because of 

misplaced receipts or completely forgetting to charge their clients for everything that was used during projects. Also,

the price of processing business taxes is absurd. By having all the receipts and business statistics populated in one 

place, accountants will spend less time processing the information and therefore drastically reducing the costs to 

these young entrepreneurs.

Although it took several iterations to this case study, I’m confident that small business owners can navigate this app; 

allowing them to rest assured that their hard work is actually paying off.

BANQ
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